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PHRASEOLOGY – TOWER  

 

This document is intended for simulation use only on the IVAO network! Do not use for real 

life or in other networks. 

 

In this document we will teach you to use the correct phraseology used by a Tower 

controller. 

At this stage you should already be familiar with the duties of a ground controller. The 

examples in this document are for reference only, and should not be used during your 

online sessions. 

Before starting with this document, make sure you have read the PHRASEOLOGY – GENERAL 

– DELIVERY and GROUND documents. 

 

ISSUE OF CLEARANCE AND READ-BACK 
GENERAL REMARKS 

As a tower controller, you need to make sure to give a clearance in the appropriate way to 

avoid any kind of confusion which could cause very bad situations. 

 

CL EARANCE 

A tower controller is responsible for all movements on the runway. All aircrafts who want to 

take off, land or cross a runway should first receive a clearance from the tower. 

Of course, only one aircraft at the time can be cleared to perform one of the actions 

mentioned above! Once a clearance is given, don’t cancel it unless required for safety 

reasons! 

A take-off clearance will be given to an aircraft reporting ready for departure. That clearance 

will allow the aircraft to enter the active runway and take-off. 

 

A landing clearance will be given to a traffic on final approach allowing him to land and 

vacate the runway. 

 

A runway crossing clearance will be given by the tower controller to a traffic that needs to 

cross an active runway.  
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Landing aircrafts have priority over departing aircrafts which has priority on traffic 

requesting to cross the runway. 

 

As from 1000ft, you shall transfer him to the next controller which is EBBR_DEP or APP. 

 

PHRASEOLOG Y –  GENERAL -  IF R 

The communication of the TWR is simple and straight forward. There is a difference between 

handling IFR or VFR traffic.  

 

For all kind of traffic, take off, landing or crossing clearances are the same: 

 

Take off – conditional clearances  

[Aircraft call sign], wind [wind], runway [runway to be used], cleared for take-off. 

 

[Aircraft call sign], behind [Aircraft company and type] *, line up and wait runway [runway to 

be used] Behind**! 

 

Note*: Only if applicable and when you’re sure the traffic is in sight by the departing pilot. 

 

Note**: The word ‘behind’ is repeated at the end, to pay extra attention to it. 

 

[Aircraft call sign], In sequence*, line up and wait runway [runway to be used]. 

 

Note*: For an other traffic in the queue for departure, when no other landings are inbound.  

 

Landing – touch/go – low pass 

[Aircraft call sign], wind [wind], runway [runway to be used], cleared to land. 

 

[Aircraft call sign], wind [wind], runway [runway to be used], cleared for touch and go*. 

 

[Aircraft call sign], wind [wind], runway [runway to be used], cleared for low pass**. 

 

Note *: When an aircraft performs a Touch and Go (T&G), he will take off again after the 

landing, so in the same manoeuvre. 

 

Note**: When performing a low pass, the’ aircraft won’t touch the ground by flies over it at a 

very low altitude. 
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Crossing 

[Aircraft call sign], crossing runway [runway to be crossed] approved 

 

[Aircraft call sign], crossing runway [runway to be crossed] approved, vacate  [taxiway after 

the runway] 

 

[Aircraft call sign], crossing runway [runway to be crossed] approved, after crossing contact 

Ground on  [frequency] 

Example: 

Take off clearance 

 ATC | Pilot 

 
Brussels Tower, SQC7969 holding short A7. 

 
SQC7969, cross runway 25R, vacate B8. 

 
Crossing runway 25R approved, vacate B8, SQC7969. 

 
SQC7969, contact ground 118.050 

 
118.050, SQC7969 

  

 
Brussels Tower, SQC7969, holding point B1,  ready. 

 
SQC7969, Wind 210 degrees 13 knots, runway 25R, cleared for take-off. 

 
Cleared for take-off runway 25R, SQC7969. 

In the example above the true wind direction was 213 degrees. When giving wind 

information always round up the direction to the nearest 10th. Examples: 074° => 070°, 158° 

=> 160°,  315° => 320°, … . 

For conditional clearance 

 
Brussels Tower, BEL1VC, holding point B1, ready for departure. 

 
BEL1VC, Line up and wait runway 25R. 

 
Line up and wait, runway 25R, BEL1VC. 

 or 

 

BEL1VC, behind the landing Aero Logic Boeing 777,  line up and wait runway 25R, 

behind. 

 
Line up and wait runway 25R, behind the aerologic Boeing 777,  BEL1VC. 
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The Tower controller is responsible of choosing which runway is in use. Even if another ATC 

above him is online. Nevertheless, all the controllers must communicate in order to inform 

each others about what is happening at the airport. 

PHRASEOLOG Y –  VF R 

Beside the IFR phraseology, which is also applicable on VFR traffic, there is an expansion in 

tower phraseology to communicate with VFR traffic in particular. After reading this, you’ll be 

able to deal with this traffic from entering the CTR until final approach and vice versa. 

 

Departure 

In comparison to IFR traffic, VFR traffic receives the initial routing from tower instead of 

Delivery. 

 

[Aircraft call sign], Runway [Runway] Cleared for Take off, [Left/right hand] Circuit [altitude] 

 

Or when the traffic is leaving the CTR: 

 

[Aircraft call sign], Runway [Runway] Cleared for Take off, [VFR routing] [altitude] 

 

 
OOPEG, wind 240, 10kts, runway 29, cleared for take-off, right hand circuit 1000ft. 

 
Right hand circuit 1000ft, cleared for take off 29, OOPEG 

 

Arrival  

VFR traffic will be positioned for landing via the circuit according to the standard VFR rules. 

This means every position in a circuit is a possibility to enter the circuit to make sure it’s 

done in a structural and proper way. 
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Of course this is only applicable for traffic coming from outside the circuit since traffic in the 

circuit will always follow the same pattern. Phraseology inside the circuit is for all VFR traffic 

the same. For traffic entering the circuit from elsewhere in the CTR, some very simple 

phraseology is available. 

 

[Aircraft call sign], Join (right hand)* downwind** runway [runway] [altitude] 

 

Note*:If you say just downwind, you mean left hand downwind, because this is taken as the standard 

side of a circuit by the VFR regulations. Only if you the traffic should perform an instruction on the 

ride hand side, you should mention it. (of course on IVAO, it’s recommended to mention the left as 

well because some pilots may not be aware of this rule) 

 

Note**:Downwind = the beginning of the downwind 

 

[Aircraft call sign], Join the middle* of downwind runway [runway] [altitude] 

 

Note*:This can be used as a shortcut for a traffic. Middle of downwind = abeam the landing 

threshold. This normally used in some exceptional cases only. 

 

If there is other traffic it might be necessary to extend the downwind of the traffic: 

 

[Aircraft call sign], Extend downwind runway [runway] 

 

Whenever the aircraft can turn to base you say: 

 

[Aircraft call sign], report final [runway] number one 

 

If he has an higher number in the sequence, traffic information should be given so the pilot 

can establish eye contact with the preceding traffic. 

 

[Aircraft call sign], traffic information, at your [clock bearing*] o’clock [altitude] [distance] 

[routing]** 

 

Note**:The o’clock bearing is given in the pilot point of view. When the traffic is 90° right of him, you 

say ‘3 o’clock’ ; 90° left is ‘9 o’clock’ and so on for every 30° which is matching 1 number on the clock. 

 

Note**:If relevant for the pilot. Possible options are: overtaking you on the right, from left to right, 

joining downwind 25R, in the opposite direction… 

 

 

OOALE, Traffic Information at your 2 o'clock, 4 miles, from left to right, Cessna 172, 

1500 ft. 

 
Traffic in sight, OOALE. 

 or 

 
Looking out, OOALE. 
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It’s mandatory for the pilot to report the downwind leg (when completed the turn from 

crosswind leg) and final. Of course ATC may ask to report other positions like end of 

downwind, base, beginning of downwind,… . In the final call, the pilot should mention his 

intention (landing, T/G,…). 

If the traffic performs an touch and go, the instruction for after this manoeuvre will be given 

with the landing clearance in the same way you’d do it on departure. 

 

Example of a complete circuit 

 

 
OOPEG, wind 240, 10kts, runway 29, cleared for take-off, right hand circuit 1000ft. 

 
Right hand circuit 1000ft, cleared for take off 29, OOPEG 

 … 

 
OOPEG, downwind runway 29,  

 
O EG, extend downwind runway 29 

 
Extending downwind runway 29, O EG 

 … 

 

O EG, report final runway 29, number two behind Learjet 45 at your 2 o’clock on ILS 

approach. * 

 
Rgr traffic in sight, will report final runway 29 behind the Learjet, O EG 

 … 

 
O EG, final runway 29, for touch and go 

 

O EG, wind 280 degrees, 5 knots, runway 29 cleared for touch and go, right hand 

circuit 1000ft 

 
Rgr, cleared for touch and go runway 29, right hand circuit 1000ft 

 

*For this option, the ATC must make sure the number two has a visual on the number one. 

If you’re not sure the traffic involved is already in sight, inform yourself first! 

 

 
OOALE, confirm Learjet 45 at your 2 o’clock passing 2000ft in sight? 

 
Traffic in sight, OOALE 
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CTR entering 

VFR traffic needs to receive a clearance to enter a Control Zone (CTR) of an airport. This 

clearance will include the permission, routing, altitude and other necessary information for 

this traffic. 

 

[Aircraft call sign], Enter the CTR, proceed  [VFR routing*] [altitude & QNH] [runway info] 

 

Note*:The names in VFR points you want him to follow in the right sequence. If traffic permits it can 

be a direct to downwind, base or final. 

Like on ground, you can give him a routing with a clearance limit. In this case you just end this part 

with the limiting point. 

Example: 

CTR entering  

 
Brussels Tower, OOTMX, request to enter the CTR, 1500ft, for landing 

 

OOTMX, roger, enter the CTR, proceed Abeam Mechelen, Peutie, Brucargo, 1500ft 

Q1013, runway 25R 

 

Entering the CTR, Abeam Mechelen, Peutie, Brucargo, 1500ft Q1013, runway 25R, 

OOTMX 

 or 

 
OOTMX, roger, join downwind runway 25R at 1500ft Q1013 

 
Join downwind runway 25R at 1500ft Q1013, OOTMX 

 

Orbits 

An orbit is a 360° turn which a traffic can make at any place at any time when necessary to 

guarantee separation with other traffic. It’s actually a holding pattern for VFR traffic.  

 

 
OOALE, make one orbit left 

 
One orbit to the left OOALE 

 Or 

 
OOALE, start orbiting left 

 
Start orbiting left, OOALE 

 

In the last case the traffic will make orbits until the ATCo gives him a new instruction. 
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HANDOF F T O OT HER AT C POSIT IONS 

After departure or landing, Tower will transfer the traffic to the applicable ATCo: 

 

 
BEL987, Contact Brussels Departure on 126,625. 

 
126,625, BEL987 

 

 

When the airplane is airborne, it is mandatory to handoff the traffic to the departure 

position (or approach if departure is closed) as fast as practicable to avoid the traffic being at 

a too high altitude for continuing a continuous climb. 

 

In case of a go around and if both Departure and Arrival positions are online, the traffic will 

be transferred to Brussels Arrival to receive instructions for a new approach. 


